1. Meeting Minutes for April 14, 2020 accepted unanimously and sent to CMCDenver.org for posting; Electronic Communications included
2. COVID19 Cmte Issues prior to CMC posting protocols for statewide use
3. CMC Posted COVID19 Protocols
4. BPX Message to Leaders re May and June trip cancellations
5. BPX Message to Membership re Gear Check and Trip cancellations May & June
6. Karl Ford Light Weight Long Distance Hiking webinar held April 22nd using Zoom; over 125 registrants; thank you emails sent to Karl and Staff; immediate survey results provided to Karl and committee members
7. Light Weight Long Distance Hiking webinar posted on CMC YouTube Channel
8. Jennie Popovich notified registrants BKPS canceled for 2020 season; tentative proposal for offering mini clinics via Zoom or Google Classroom to students and to BPX membership
9. Research Function Paper Revised
10. BPX Statement of Purpose Revision – attached to May 12, 2020 agenda, vote needed May 12th
11. BPX Operating Plan Draft 3 Revision – attached to May 12, 2020 agenda
12. Promotional appearances at CMC schools – State WFA class presence needed
13. Dean Waits, PPG, and Dale Pfaff, GRG, accepted as BPX Leaders
14. Trip Matrix Improvements for 2021
15. Joint Trips – BPX Trail Inventory; three joint trips posted 6/15; 7/13/9/14
16. “Join the Pack” Stickers to be sent by office to Linda for distribution to leaders and used in promotional presences
17. Winter Camping School Survey Sent to 205 identified grads over 5 years remaining current members; two responses; winter trips removed from Operating Plan 2021

18. Fundraising for CMC & BPX – Keegan & John

19. Proposed Post Trip Survey sent to cmte mbrs for comments

20. Communication to CMC staff regarding absence of Leader Recruitment and Lightweight Hiking notices in MHM, Rucksack, Front Range Happenings

21. Committee Chair Concerns of engagement post April meeting

22. New Member Welcome Letter sent 4/22 to 203 BPX Members joining between Feb 1 and April 21

23. Trip Registration parameter suggestions from DGC Chair

24. Review of number of BPX members served in 2020 trips resulted in statistics below. One member registered for 11 trips and 22 waitlists with overlapping trip dates. Phone calls and emails initiated by Linda to individual with result he canceled from most trips.

Analysis:

Eighty-six separate individuals are registered for 40 trips excluding the leader(s) leading trips of which there are 26.

37 individuals have registered for 1 trip
25 individuals have registered for 2 trips
10 individuals have registered for 3 trips
7 individuals have registered for 4 trips
3 individuals have registered for 5 trips
1 individual has registered for 6 trips
2 individuals have registered for 9 trips
1 individual has registered for 11 trips

25. Trip Registration Guidelines revised because of situation in Item 24.